ENGLISH PREPOSITION WORKSHEETS FOR CLASS 2

IDENTIFY PREPOSITIONS

Look at the picture below and choose the correct preposition (in, under, on, behind) for the sentence:

1. Tuffy is sitting ________ the sofa.
   a) on     b) in     c) next to

2. The duck is standing ________ the tree.
   a) in     b) under     c) on

3. The rabbit is hiding _____ the chair.
   a) in     b) under     c) behind

4. The cat is _____ the box.
   a) in     b) behind     c) under

5. The bird is resting _____ it’s nest _____ the tree.
   a) on, in   b) in, on   c) under, in
1. Tuffy is sitting ______ the sofa.
   a) on     b) in     c) next to

2. The duck is standing ______ the tree.
   a) in     b) under     c) on

3. The rabbit is hiding _____ the chair.
   a) in     b) under     c) behind

4. The cat is _____ the box.
   a) in     b) behind     c) under

5. The bird is resting _____ its nest _____ the tree.
   a) on, in     b) in, on     c) under, in